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1. SEND ME A WIND
Words & Music by Mark Chan

Send me a wind
Let it blow me out to sea
Far from the crowds, far from the crary
Send me a wind and let me ride
Away from the troubled tide
Give me wings let me fly
Set me free
Send me a wave
Let it wash me out to sea
Away from the pride and the fear that's holding me
Give me some space and lime
To clear my troubled mind
And then maybe we'll find some harmony

will there be time tomorrow
To find the peace of mind we've lost today?
Or will we rind it's slipped away?
Slipped away
Send me a w i n d , let it blow me out to sea
Far f r o m the crowds, far from the crazy
Send me a w i n d and let me ride away from the
troubled tide
Give me wings let me fly, set me free!
John Themis: Acoustic Guitar, Swell Guitar, Turkish Ud, Mezmets,
Bass and Percussion, Strings Arrangement
Dominic Wan: Acoustic Guitar (harmonics and double time
arpeggios)
Mohamed Noor: Ganjira
Mark Chan: Vocals, Seagull/Dolphin Vocalisations and
Chinese Transverse Flute (Dizi)
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2. OPEN ROAD, BIG SKY (DAY)
Music by Mark Chan

"Haven't you bad times when you fust needed to get away, be somewhere else, be in a place where no one
knew you and everyone was a stranger and it was all new? Somewbere so different that even the air you breathe is
pure, fresh and invigorating.....
Last summer on the island of Santorini in Greece, with the air smelling of honey and heather, travelling
along a bumpy road in the glorious Aegean summer sunshine I found space and time enough to leave it all
behind. What a joy to be able to travel out in the open, under a big sky! Maybe one day I will visit Peru too
and listen to the magic of the Inca flutes high on an Andean plain Wherever you go, to truly travel you
need the courage to be like a child again. Departure is essential for there to be new beginning....."
John Themis: Acoustic Steel and Nylon String Guitars, Lebanese Percussion and Bass
Sunny Wong: Erhu (Chinese 2-string fiddle)
Mohamed Noon Tuned Tablas and Angklongs
Mark Chan: Chinese Transverse Flutes (Dizi) and Bawu (Metal Reed Yunnan Bamboo Pipes)
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3. WHERE'S ROMEO
Words & Music by Mark Chan

she sees her life on the movie screen
Living out somewhere in between
Make believe on the late night show
May be all that she'll ever know
For her love is a song in the night
You hear it play and it feels so right
She falls asleep listening to the radio
Where's Romeo? Where's Romeo
She spends her day reading magazines
What to wear, where to be seen
Losing weight and feeling good
She never quite feels the way she should
Someday soon she'll get it right, that magic song in the
dead of night
Someday soon, but he don't show
Where's Romeo? Where's Romeo
True love, it's hard to find
It's like looking for a diamond in a coal mine
True love, don't put it down
But don't keep on looking in the wrong side of town
True love, it's not everything
It don't pay the bills but it sure can make you sing

True love

He's working late at the hardware store
Dreaming big and wanting more
He sells insurance now on the side
To buy himself that magic carpet ride
But late at night when he gets home
When they're asleep and he's alone
He plugs himself into stereo
Where's Romeo? Where's Romeo
John Themis: Acoustic Guitar, Xiao Ruan, Greek Baglama, Bowed Zhong
Ruan. Percussion, Bass and Keyboards
Mark Chan: Lead and Background Vocals
Linda Duggan: Background Vocals
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4. BRAVE NEW AGE
Music by Mark Chan
"It is very easy to be intimidated, to he told what to feel and how to behave, what is politically correct and
what is acceptable. Easy to conform and accept the lies of a world that cares more for boarding personal wealth than
in living a simple centred life.
There are some though who seem to have found ways of living lives of integrity, lives of joy and beauty,
blooming like flowers in the wasteland, like perfume in the trash of mediocrity, these brave new ones have inspired
this song - famous people like Mahatma Gandhi, Thich Nhat Hanh, Mother Theresa, Martin Luther King, and also
people not famous, those I have come to know personally, who work through the toil of everyday living and make
something beautiful of their time here on earth
this piece is my travelling song for those not afraid to be human,
not afraid to take that first step and bring about the brave new age.
"
Dominic Wan: Acoustic Guitar
John Themis: Acoustic Guitar, Percussion, Bass and Bells
Mohamed Noor: Tabla and Tuned Tabla
Mark Chan: Chinese Transverse Flutes (Dizi) and
Bawu (metal reed Yunnan bamboo pipe)
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5. ON AND ON

6. INNOCENCE

Words & Music by Mark Chan

\\::~iL b\ Mark Ci^cin

Someday lonely winds will blow and you'll
remember
One day not so long ago
One cold December
You had love in your open hands
And you let it slip away like waves on sand
The world was a hopeful song
And we thought that it would just play on and on
and on

"A child's smile, bands open in trust and honesty, heart turned inside out
to the world.....such things I notice
as I journey and they renew my faith."

Seasons turn and people change
It's not unusual
The sun still burns, the sky still rains
It's not so special
But the taste of a lover lasts
Lingering on though the seasons pass
And the love has long since flown
But touch has a way of hanging on and on and on
And now love has a broken heart
Over before it could even start
Love sings a broken song
And we thought that it would just play on and on
and on
" when I visited Kazakhstan 4 years ago, I felt in a very strange
way that I had been there before, that Central
Asia was a kind of homecoming for me. Was I just visiting places
I had been before long ago in a previous life? Last
year, I visited Turkey and again in many of the places, the wind
swept strange songs of remembering into my
soul.
sometimes there are connections and we are barely
conscious of them, past lives, past loves, past but
somehow still lingering on
"

Jorin Themis: Acoustic Guitar, Strings, Be\h ana ClocU'njpiei
M.Tk Chan: Chinese Vertical FluUMXiaoi

7. OPEN ROAD, BIG SKY (NIGHT)
Music by Mark Ch.in
"The moon doesnl speak, hovering and shimmering
A goddess in the sl<y
She pulls me on to other places, other dimes.
Open spaces where secrets lie
Ripe and ready for picking
But only for those who are quiet too.
Travelling is meditation
Moving silently and passing through
A world where black and white are a thousand shades of grey
And faith is the smell of the sea and
Trust is the road beneath your feet don't you awav
There is no travelling where you don' t surrender
There time is nothing hut the music in between sunset
And the words you do not speak"

Dominic Wan: Acoustic Cuitjr
Sunnv W'ung: Erhu -Chinese ^-jtrin:^ firicile
John Themis: Percussion andZhono Ruan pincked and bo\*.ed'
Mark Chan: Chinese Transverse Flu'es Drzi i

John Themis: Xiao Ruan, Nylon string Guitars, Bass, Percussion and
Keyboards
Mark Chan; Vocals, Chinese Transverse Flute (Dizi)
Linda Duggan; Steppe Land Vocals
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8. LAND OF THE SOUTHERN CLOUDS
Music by Mark Chan
"When I was younger I only noticed clouds when they were full of rain and when they blocked the sun.
When you travel out in the open a lot you begin to see them especially in the early morning, signalling the distances
you have covered and also the distances you have yet to go. They are a signpost to all the places you have been and
want to return to
"
Mark Chan: Bawu (Metal Reed Yunnan Bamboo Pipe)

9. LOVERS UNDERSTAND
Words & Music by Mark Chan

The past is gone and we remember
Today is here and we forget
It's not so long when we were strangers
When we weren't yet
Lovers in the early morning
Not knowing how to say goodbye
Your face is all I see and I don't want to cry
I remember nights that we'd spend
Breaking silence with our hands
Sharing only what lovers understand
We lit a fire in the sky
lust for a while then watched it die
Yes we lived a thousand summers
In our goodbye
Now 1 sit and watch as others pass me
Walking hand in hand
Sharing only what lovers understand
Oh why did you go?
You took the sun and left no shadow
Oh didn't you know
I lost my heart to you
Captive, captive I'm captive
I tnought I died but now I can't live

The past is gone and we remember
The bird has flown but still the song
Chases round inside your memory
And lingers on
Lovers in the early morning
Sins their songs and make their plans
Build their castles in the sand
Tell me when will lovers understand
Tell me when will lovers understand
Peter Adams: Piario
Richie Stevens: Drums
John Themis: Bass and Keyboard
Dominic Wan: Acoustic Gamelan Guitar
Sunny Wong: Erhu (Chinese 2-string Fiddle)
Mark Chan: Lead and Background Vocals
Linda Duggan: Background Vocals
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10. SEND ME A WIND (Flute Version)
Music by Mark Chan
"When you have been travelling a long time, and you suddenly reach the sea you know
you have reached a
place of rest. The whisper of the waves, the deep breathing of the tide as it swells and
sighs,
the fingers of the wind in your hair easing your mind. All at once you know who you are."
Let your life unfold naturally
Know that it too is perfect in its way
There are times when you are ahead and times behind
Times when you are strong and times when you are weak
Times when you are in a crowd and times when you will be all alone
This is all part of the order of things
Tao Te Ching Lao Tze
Dominic Wan: Camelan Mode, Harmonics and
Double-Time Acoustic Guitars
John Themis: Creek Tzouras, Baglama, Acoustic Guitar and
Percussion
Mark Chan: Chinese Transverse Flute (Dizi) and
Seagull/Dolphin Vocalisations
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11.TRAVELLING UNDER THE LIGHT OF THE FULL MOON
Music by Mark Chan
"suddenly
night winds blow
and parting clouds reveal a silver plate
full-face and banging low
what lunacy makes me
leave tbe comfort of my bed bebind
what silver light shines on me
what silence cuts the ties that bind
lea\ e this bed, tbe shelter of this room!
there is no other cure
but to go dancing
travelling under tbe light of tbe full moon
Dominic Wan: Acoustic Guitars
Mohamed Noor: Tabla and Ganjira
Sunny Wong: Erhu Chinese 2-string Fiddle)
John Themis: Percussion, Baglama and Gambian Thumb Piano
Mark Chan: Vocals and Chinese Vertical Flute (Xiao)
Allan Jenkins, John Themis, Mark Chan: Fingersnaps
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12. COMING HOME
Words & Music by Mark Chan

Special Thanks to:

Leaving on the morning train
Am I feeling blue
Ain't it strange that all this pain
Is driving me home to you?
*Marilah mencipta cerita yang gembira
Cerita keluarga
Samula*
All these dreams of glamour
Broken dreams of fleeting fame
Vanish into vapour
Just at the sound of your name
*Marilah mencipta cerita yang gembira
Cerita keluarga samula
Karumah*
I can see heaven where you are
And where you are, It's not far
With you I reach the highest star
I can see heaven where you are
I must have been crazy
Must have really lost my place
To think I could be happy
Far from the sight of your face
I can see heaven where you are
And where you are, it's not far
With you I reach the highest star
I can see heaven where you are
Leaving on the morning train
Am I feeling blue
I don't care if it shines or rains
I'm coming on home to you
Coming on home
*The Indonesian lyrics mean: Come let us
write stories, happy stories, stories of
home and family, stories of returning
Peter Adams: Piano
John Themis; Acoustic Guitar and Swell Guitar
Mark Chan: Vocals, Chinese Transverse Flute (Dizi),
Japanese Vertical Flute (Shakuhachi) and Indonesian returnhome vocals

"One night, some months back in Singapore, I looked up into
the sky and I saw the most incredible full
moon, luminous, pregnant and silently waiting. My father had
passed away a year before and I knew
then that it was time to start a journey and to revisit old places
in my heart, restore broken things. And
then to move on and discover new ones.
I started this album when the moon was full. The evening we
finished the final mastering of the whole
album was also another full moon, months later.
Tonight as
I write this, the last words for the album book, the
moon is once again full in the sky, bright and high and

smiling."

Melissa for the love and ribbing, and for the comfort noodles in a
strange land;
Amos for the introduction to the Greek!
Kaz for having faith in my music and letting me go on this journey;
John Themis for the complete support and belief, the great playing
and for being a friend;
Allan for the total YEAH throughout the hectic recordings;
Dominic for being more than a great guitarist, thanks for being a
fellow traveller;
Fergus for the house of spirits;
Martin for coming and providing the Scottish aye;
KC and Boyd for being constant after all these years;
Andrea for being there despite the rush;
jacintha once again time has held us true;
Mat Noor for the cool late nighters;
Pete for the wonderful piano playing;
Sunny and Mike for the magic of their Erhu artistry;
Slim - one step to the Turkish!
Kevin Nair for the loan of the mics and the constant help;
Andrew for the wonderful time in Athens, Santorini and Meteora;
Dimitris for Mikonos;
Emily for the great food;
My father for the dream;
Mom for being so beautiful;
QG - this is as much yours as mine;
God for the Moon
Produced by Mark Chan and John Themis
Recording and Mix Engineer: Allan Jenkins
Recorded at Roundhouse Studios, Cyprus Grove (London) and at
The Hermit's Cave and Bubble Gum Studios (Singapore).
Assembled and Mixed at Roundhouse Studios
Mastered at The Townhouse (London)
Art Direction & Photography by Tadayuki Naito
Artwork Design by Hiroshi Kanemaru
Executive Producer; Kaz Hori (HoriPro/Music Garden)
URL: http://www.horipro.co.jp
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